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We will deliver this through 5 key missions

The National Data Strategy
We want to make the UK the world’s number one data destination: an open, welcoming and secure beacon for companies from all over the world to share data, grow their businesses and innovate. 

Access to data drives the 
products and services we use -
whether that’s an app that uses 

Open Banking data to help people 
manage their spending, or a 

business figuring out what kind of 
tourist spends the most money 

when they visit the UK. We want 
data to get to those 

organisations that can use it in 
the most productive way. 

EU exit has given the UK control 
of its data right laws. This is an 

opportunity to create a new, 
ambitious pro-growth, and 

innovation-friendly data 
protection regime that underpins 

the trustworthy use of data.  

We will transform how 
government manages, uses and 

shares data to deliver trusted 
public services and better policy-

making, making life better for 
people across the UK.

Data infrastructure underpins our 
economy, delivery of public 

services and our daily lives. Its 
security is critical to the UK’s 
security, our economic integrity 

and our citizen’s safety. 
Government must understand the 

scale and nature of risks and 
ensure these are being fully 

managed, in the national interest, 
by the private sector operators of 

this infrastructure.

The flow of data across borders 
underpins global business 

operations, supports supply chains 
and enables trade. Outside 

Europe, the UK will lead 
international partners to promote 

the safe and secure exchange of 
data across borders and remove 
unjustified barriers to the flow of 

data.

Mission One of our National Data Strategy



● 6 barriers to data sharing in the private and third sectors

● 6 potential levers for government intervention & 
principles for application

● 7 initial priority areas for action that correspond to the 
levers and address different barriers

Mission 1 Policy Framework was published in November 2021 
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Research to inform the Policy Framework identified six barriers to data sharing
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The Frontier Economics access to data report identifies interrelated high-level issues which create unnecessary barriers to 
helpful data sharing. This research was conducted in Winter 2020-21, and published in March 2021. 

Lack of incentive to share data

Lack of knowledge 

Commercial, reputational, ethical risks

Regulatory and legal risks

Costs of data access/sharing 

Lack of public trust

Data providers may not be sufficiently incentivised 
to share or provide access to their data, e.g. 
because they would incur costs/effort that they are 
not able to recoup from those that benefit 

Data providers may lack sufficient knowledge of 
the potential uses of their data, while data users 
lack sufficient knowledge about what data could 
be made available. 

Perceived or actual risk of losing competitive 
advantage, or suffering reputation damage from 
data uses that may breach others’ trust may 
deter data sharing. 

Perceived or actual risks of breaching data 
protection, intellectual property rights, or 
regulatory requirements may also provide a 
deterrent to sharing. 

Costs may be prohibitive because of a lack of 
common foundations, infrastructure and 
technologies that are needed for data sharing to 
be cost effective. 

There is a lack of public trust about how their 
personal data is used, be it by the public or 
private sector.



We identified seven initial priority areas for action in order to tackle these barriers

Address data practices that 
distort competition and 

consumer outcomes

Learn from international 
partners & support UK’s data 

agenda on world stage

ESTABLISH 
FOUNDATIONS

SUPPORT  
INFRASTRUCTURE

ENCOURAGE THE 
MARKET

LEAD, COOPERATE AND 
COLLABORATE

Promote the development of 
good data standards

Encourage development and 
uptake of PETs

Support development of a 
thriving intermediary 

ecosystem 

Support development of 
infrastructure that promotes 

data availability for R&D

Use incentives to maximise 
value for money data sharing 

in support of public good
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